‘Polished Diamonds’ Now Providing Custom Made
Engagement Rings
Polished Diamonds, a New Zealand based company is now offering custom-made engagement rings to clients
across the nation. The company provides a variety of diamond jewelry to the customers. They also have a team of
experts that help customer in selecting

Polished Diamonds, a renowned company dealing in diamond jewelry would now be providing custom-made engagement rings as well to the clients.
The details related to the same were announced in a small press meet here today. The company will take orders from customers and design rings
according to their preferences. The company provides different kind of jewelries for every occasion at affordable price.

Speaking to the media a representative of the company said, “Yes we are providing custom made engagement rings. Engagement is a special
occasion that is cherished for the rest of one’s life and so we have decided to provide our customers with a platform to have their own designed
engagement ring.” He further added, “Our team of experts will understand the customers need and make the ring as they desire. We are known for
providing customer satisfaction and we aim to continue with the same in near future.”

Polished Diamonds uses modern technology to make a ring. After customer selects a diamond ring design and provides the finger size, a
computer-aided design is shown to the customer.

The company takes about 10 business days to complete the order of a client. It provides GIA diamond certification for every diamond that ensures that
the diamonds are correctly graded for maximum sparkle and impact. Customer can choose the metal of the ring from Gold, Platinum and Palladium.
The company provides different types of jewelries to the customers including multi stoned diamond rings, solitaire diamond rings, diamond bracelets,
diamond earrings, diamond pendants and others.

The company has a positive social media presence as well and interacts with new and potential clients via the same on a regular basis. The popularity
of the official Facebook page of company is growing at tremendous pace and the same is likely to happen in the times to come ahead. The company is
also known for providing excellent customer support.

About Polished Diamonds

‘Polished Diamonds’ started operations on October 16, 2004.The company produces diamond rings New Zealand, engagement rings and fine custom
diamond jewelry New Zealand using Computer Aided Design and using GIA certified diamonds. It has been awarded as Best Retail Small Enterprise
in the year 2013.
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